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 Planned giving programs, like general development 
programs, enjoy varying levels of success across the country. 
From personal experience, I have found that planned giving 
programs can be successful inside all size and types of charities. 
But many programs flounder. Even within the chapter or 
affiliate systems of large charities, some programs are wildly 
successful, while others meet with limited or no success. 
What makes the difference? Experience in the field suggests 
that one of the critical factors in creating, maintaining and 
growing a successful planned giving program is an upper 
management team—including  chief executive officers (CEOs), 
chief operating officers (COOs), chief financial officers (CFOs) 
and chief development officers (CDOs)—who understand the 
role of planned giving in the nonprofit’s development program 
and support that program through personal efforts, financial 
(budget) resources and use of the appropriate metrics to 
measure success.  
 If a planned giving program is to be successful, management 
and the planned giving team must share the same goals and 
expectations. They must understand priorities. And they must 
understand the relationship of planned giving in developing 
donors. These lessons are not intuitive. 
 I designed this informal study to gather advice from 
managers of successful planned giving programs that could 
guide managers of struggling programs. The questions I asked 
were premised on the belief that planned giving is a difficult 
process to manage, especially for managers who have not had 
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experience with, or do not understand the gift planning 
process. Further, it is difficult for planned giving staff 
to educate management or change thinking on planned 
giving priority, planned giving metrics and critical 
processes for success. My goal was to talk to individuals 
who managed successful planned giving programs at 
their nonprofits and determine whether those leaders 
had a role in the success of their planned giving 
programs, and to identify the keys that defined their 
success.

Top Management Hurdles

Before I began the interview process, I could identify 
several obvious reasons some charities failed and others 
were successful. The most consistent hurdles charities 
face include the following:

Measures of success for planned giving programs • 
are different from measures of every other 
development function. The planned giving 
investment/return model does not operate like the 
annual, major or even capital fundraising models. 
The measure of success in direct mail, annual 
fundraising, major gifts and capital campaign is the 
revenue raised. Dollars are invested in marketing, 
software and staff with little corresponding revenue 
in the year of investment. The measure of success in 
planned giving may be more elusive. The majority 
of the commitments made to the charity are geared 
to the donor’s death; gift amounts are often vague, 
and largely revocable. CEOs, CFOs, COOs, and 
CDOs generally prefer cash or other matured gifts 
that benefit the charity immediately. When planned 
giving revenue does occur, it is usually the result of 
activities a decade or more in the past, rather than 
the work of current staff.

Annual gifts can be booked as revenue to offset • 
development expenses, while most deferred gift 
commitments–other than charitable gift annuities 
and the irrevocable designation of the charity as a 
remainder beneficiary of a charitable remainder 
trust where the charity serves as trustee1–cannot 
because they are revocable. Since the charity’s 
operations are driven by current revenue, the 
management team prioritizes development activities 
generating immediate results. 

 Response rates for planned gift marketing • 
materials are often delayed. Direct mail and annual 
solicitations produce immediate, measurable results 
allowing measurement of response rates and gift 
closure rates. Planned gift newsletters and mailings 
may have a two to three year response delay. Or, the 
donor acts without notifying the charity, so that the 
ultimate gift driven by the marketing comes in as a 
“surprise” unrelated to the marketing activities.

The Research Process

This study is best described as informal since the field 
was small. The participants were selected from charities 
that I knew had successful planned giving programs, 
and from a pool of organizations that responded to 
my query on GIFT-PL.2  The field, shown in Table 
1, included large and small (public and private) 
universities, a community foundation and a national 
health organization, with geographic diversity, and 
budgets ranging from less than $20 million to over $1 
billion (see Tables 2 and 3 below). Some had planned 
giving programs in place for many decades, while others 
were relatively new (see Table 4).  Planned giving staff 
size ranged from 1 to 10 (see Table 5).

The questions I asked were premised on the belief that planned giving is a difficult process to 
manage, especially for managers who have not had experience with or do not understand the gift 
planning process. Further, it is difficult for planned giving staff to educate management or change 
thinking on planned giving priority, planned giving metrics and critical processes for success. 
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TABLE 1
CHARITIES PARTICIPATING IN THE SURVEY

Charity Headquarters Location

American Cancer Society Atlanta, Georgia

California Community Foundation Los Angeles, California

Centre College Danville, Kentucky
Cleveland Clinic Cleveland, Ohio

Denver Foundation Denver, Colorado

Georgetown University Washington, D.C.

The NRAA Foundation Fairfax, Virginia

Oklahoma State University Foundation Stillwater, Oklahoma

Shawnee State University Portsmouth, Ohio

Southern Methodist University Dallas, Texas

The Nature Conservancy Arlington, Virginia

United Way of Central Alabama Birmingham, Alabama

YMCA Middle Tennessee Nashville, Tennessee

TABLE 2
ANNUAL BUDGET3

Annual Budget
Number of 

Respondents
Percentage of All 

Respondents

< $10,000,000 0 0%

$10,000,001 - $20,000,000 1 7.69%

$20,000,001 - $50,000,000 2 15.38%

$50,000,001 -$100,000,000 3 23.08%

>$100,000,000 7 53.85%

TABLE 3
PERCENTAGE OF DEVELOPMENT REVENUE GENERATED BY PLANNED GIFTS

Percentage of Budget 

Generated by Planned Gifts
Number Responding Percent of Those 

Responding

> 10% 5 38.46%

10% - 15% 1 7.69%

16% -25% 2 15.38%

26% - 49% 2 15.38%

50%+ 1 7.69%

Did Not Know 2 15.38%
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TABLE 4
DECADE PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM ESTABLISHED

Decade Number Responding Percent of Those 
Responding

1970s 1 7.69%

1980s 4 30.77%

1990s 6 46.15%
2000s 2 15.38%

TABLE 5
STAFFING

Number Development 
Staff

Planned Giving 
Staff

>100 1
51-100
26-50 5
16-25 1
11-15 1
6-10 3 4
1-5 1 7
Did Not Know 1 2

 The respondents answered questions, detailed to 
the right, in a 30- to 45-minute telephone interview. 
The questions were provided in advance to allow 
respondents time to reflect on their answers and gather 
the necessary data. The questions were both objective 
and subjective. Issues discussed in this article are those 
on which at least 10 managers commented. I do not 
intend to represent this work as scholarly or scientific, 
but simply as advice from managers with successful 
programs to managers who want to build successful 
programs.
 The nonprofit managers answered 10 basic 
questions (see sidebar). The questions were generally 
broad, and designed to test how much knowledge the 
managers had of planned giving, how deeply they were 
involved in daily activities and their opinions about the 
reasons for their success. Respondents were allowed to 
offer insights and free form advice. 

PLANNED GIVING INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1.  How closely are you involved in planned giving?

2.  How would you describe the role of planned giving if you 
were explaining it to a new board member, or a new senior 
member of staff?

3.  How long has your charity had a formal planned giving 
program?

4.  What percentage of your annual revenue is attributable to 
planned gifts?

5.  How is your planned giving program structured?

6.  From a management/budget point of view, have you:
 a  Increased/decreased the budget for planned giving? 
 b. For marketing (including Internet)? 
 c.  Added to staff? 
 d.   Added planned gift metrics to non-planned gift officer 

scorecards?

7.  From a donor/revenue point of view, have you:
 a.  Seen an increase in the number of realized planned 

gifts?
 b.  Seen an increase in deferred gift commitments?
 c.   Seen an increase in the level of knowledge about 

planned gifts among donors?
 d.   Seen a trend toward larger planned gifts?
 e. Seen more sophisticated planned gifts?
 f. Seen more interest in information on planned gifts?
 g.  Gotten more calls from professional advisors 

representing donors?
 h.  Had more hits on your website?

8. What are your key measures of success?
 a. Annual revenue
 b. Planned gift commitments
 c. Legacy Society members
 d.  Percentage of major gift donors who have also made a 

planned gift
 e. Number of planned gift calls
 f.  Number of 5+ year donors who have endowed their gift
 g.  Percentage of the board that has endowed their gift

9.  Does your charity have an endowment, and does this 
endowment play a role in planned gift solicitation?

10.   What key advice would you give charity managers who 
want to build successful planned giving programs?
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Defining Success

 Before reviewing responses 
to these questions, it is important 
to generally define planned 
giving success, which can occur 
at many levels and depends on 
the maturity of the charity’s 
development and planned 
giving programs. The traditional 
measures of success detailed later 
in this issue are important—
such as planned gift revenue, 
planned gift commitments, 
or even the creation of a 
sophisticated program proficient 
in complicated transactions 
involving closely held businesses 
or other non-traditional 
assets—but these are not the 
sole measures. Rather, planned 
giving success is measured by 
consistency—by making planned 
giving a part of every donor 
conversation, by successfully 
linking every donor to the 
organization’s long-term goals, 
by growing the gift pipeline 
each year and by continuing to 
steward and engage those who 
have made gift commitments. 
Every charity can reach these 
goals, even if it doesn’t generate 
millions of dollars a year in 
planned gift revenue, or hire 
staff proficient in flip trusts, 
lead trusts and multi-step gift 
transactions. 

Nine Key Take-Aways

 As a group, the managers 
I interviewed understand these 
principles and keep them in 
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front of the organization’s board and staff. Although 
the research was informal, at least nine key messages 
emerged from the interviews. These principles 
are brilliant in their simplicity, and will not come 
as a surprise to the planned giving officers in the 
field. They are equally powerful for managers who 
want to build programs, because they are simple 
mandates easily understood by those without a clear 
understanding of planned giving.

1.  Successful planned giving managers understand 
the role of planned giving in the life of the nonprofit.

While the managers I interviewed did not have a 
single focus, these individuals—whether CEO, COO, 
CFO or CDO—understood the role of planned giving 
in the life of the organization and could clearly 
communicate the internal case for planned giving. 
Some talked in terms of perpetuation of mission 
saying:

•  “Our gift planning program ensures long-term 
viability.”

•  “Planned giving is a vital component of any fully 
integrated fundraising program.”

•  “Planned gifts allow us to plan for the future, and 
create a range of opportunities for mission growth 
we would not have otherwise had.”

•  “Planned giving is the way to develop long-term 
sustainability.”

Some identified planned giving as an important tool in 
effective donor engagement and/or stewardship, stating:

•  “Planned giving allows you to meet donors where 
they are, and is an essential element of our donor 
service.”

•  “Planned gifts allow every donor a way to participate 
in supporting our mission.”

•  “Planned giving plays an important role in the 
donor’s overall philanthropic strategy, allowing him 
to achieve a compelling vision.”

•  “Planned giving is an absolutely essential skill set for 
the modern development officer.”

Finally, some managers thought of planned giving in 
terms of the fundraising math:

•  “We cannot fully achieve our fundraising goals 
without planned giving. The pipeline is essential both 
to annual funding as well as our capital campaign.”

•  “76 percent of our endowment growth has come 
from planned gifts; planned gifts represented almost 
40 percent of our revenue in our last campaign.”

2.  Successful managers are actively involved in donor 
calls and program management. 

More than 90 percent of those with whom I spoke made 
calls with major or planned gift officers to solicit gifts. 
One CEO even had his own prospect list. Not only do 
they make calls, they understand the value of calls. As one 
manager put it:  “A successful planned giving program 
must have ‘boots on the ground.’ You’ll never build a 
successful program sitting in your office.”

The managers I interviewed—while some were CEOs and 
others were chief development officers—were responsible 
for approving the planned giving budget. All interview 
subjects ensured the inclusion of a planned giving 

Miree, continued from page 9
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report in reports to the development committee and the board, and all understood that consistent 
reporting was important to the overall success of the program. 

TABLE 6
MANAGER’S INVOLVEMENT IN PLANNED GIVING

Activity/Involvement Number Responding 
(Respondents could 

provide multiple answers)

Percent of Those 
Responding

Present the planned giving report with other 
development reports to staff and board

13 100%

Approve budget for planned giving 13 100%

Make calls with major gift officers, planned gift 
officers or CEO to solicit gifts

12 92.31%

Provide management and oversight of the program 2 15.38%

Maintain own planned giving prospect list 1 7.69%

Outline objectives, set national standards 1 7.69%

3. Successful planned giving managers place great value on donors.

 Managers of successful planned giving programs value their donors and understand the 
importance of relationship-based fundraising. Several specifically mentioned the importance of 
“friendly” donor visits that focus on mission rather than hard solicitation calls. They were sensitive 
to the many connections donors had with their organizations, as various types of contributors 
(special events, major gifts, planned gifts), volunteers and patients/members/users of the 
organization’s services.
 The responses indicated these managers do not simply see a donor as a source of revenue—they 
see and treat them as partners in mission. They steward them, communicate with them, feature 
them in newsletters and magazines and invite them to celebrate the organization’s success. They 
work on building a donor’s relationship with the organization and giving him or her ownership of 
the charity’s programmatic success.
 Almost without fail, the managers interviewed told at least one gift story, a story that unfolded 
from the donor’s—not the charity’s—perspective. The story usually began with the donor’s contact 
or engagement, included the donor’s history with the organization, moved through the gift 
development process and concluded with the thrill the donor experienced in achieving his or her 
gift goals. This perspective is in sharp contrast to those managers who see each gift as a step to a 
fundraising goal and have little interest in the donor making the contribution.

4.  The managers interviewed do not define success by current deferred gift revenue. Rather, they 
focus on the growing gift commitment pipeline.
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 The charities comprising the survey group reported 
a dramatic range of results in both the percentage of the 
annual development budget represented by planned gifts 
(ranging from two percent to more than 50 percent), and 
the annual revenue generated by planned gifts (ranging 
from less than $100,000 to more than $118 million). 
However, successful managers do not define their success 
in planned giving by current revenue. Rather, it is the 
pipeline and level of donor commitment (evidenced by 
the number of new gift commitments and the increase 
in members of the planned gift recognition society) that 
drives success. 
 Conversely, planned giving programs that struggle 
focus only on the revenue, often reducing budgets, cutting 

staff and eliminating marketing when income does not 
immediately materialize or when it drops. These same 
struggling or non-growing programs set measures, or 
fail to measure, activities at the heart of planned giving 
success. For example, they may:

 Set cash goals for planned gift officers that focus • 
them on irrevocable gifts naming the organization as 
trustee, charitable gift annuities or outright gifts to the 
exclusion of deferred gifts.
 Do not maintain a gift pipeline showing future • 
expectancies.
 Do not count, or reward officers for, revocable gift • 
commitments.
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5.  It is never too late to start a planned giving program and become successful.

While some charities had had programs for as long as 20 or 30 years, almost all admitted they had 
invested more and retooled their planned giving efforts over the last 10 years. One program was 
experiencing dramatic success, even though it had formally solicited donors for only five years. 
Why? The manager I interviewed believed it was because the organization had cared for and 
stewarded donors and built relationships with professional advisors carefully over the years, and 
ensured the charity was transparent and accountable and that it achieved its impact goals.

6.  Successful planned giving managers select and track those metrics that underpin the success of 
the program.

Successful programs have well-selected and well-monitored metrics. While the organizations I 
interviewed were not consistent in the metrics they selected, all had scorecards that captured both 
financial and non-financial events. Of those responding, 92 percent of the managers interviewed 
used planned gift commitments as a key metric, while only 46 percent used annual planned gift 
revenue as a metric. Responses are shown in Table 7

TABLE 7
ANNUAL METRICS4 USED TO MEASURE PLANNED GIVING SUCCESS

Metric Number 
With Positive 

Responses

% Based on 13 
Respondents

Planned gift commitments 12 92.31%

Number of planned gift solicitation calls 11 84.62%

Number of Legacy Society members 9 69.23%

Annual revenue 6 46.15%

Number of major gift donors who have made planned gifts 3 23.08%

Number of  5+ year donors who have endowed their gift 2 15.38%

Percentage of board members who have made a planned gift 2 15.38%

Number of qualified referrals from fundraisers (measure of 
collaboration and integration)

2 15.38%
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7.  Charities experiencing success in planned giving made an investment in their programs. 

Charities with successful planned giving programs consistently budget for planned giving, and most increase 
their budgets as the program matures. In the past five years:

 92 percent had increased the budget for planned giving in general, and 92 percent had increased the budget • 
for marketing specifically. Many mentioned a specific investment in the planned giving portion of their web 
site and electronic marketing.

 77 percent increased the size of planned giving staff or the allocation of staff time for those with multiple • 
duties.

 75 percent of those interviewed had added planned giving performance measures to major gift officer • 
scorecards.

As a result of these investments, over the last five years these charities had achieved the results shown in Table 8 

TABLE 9
PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM RESULTS OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS

Program Results Yes No Don’t 
Know

Seen an increase in the number of realized planned gifts 84.62% 15.38% 0%

Seen an increase in deferred gift commitments 92.31% 7.69% 0%

Found donors had a higher level of knowledge about 
deferred gifts

69.23% 30.77% 0%

Seen a trend towards larger planned gifts 84.62% 15.38% 0%

Seen more sophisticated planned gifts 69.23% 30.77% 0%

Received more requests for information 69.23% 15.38% 15.3%

Received an increased volume of calls from professional 
advisors

69.23% 23.08% 7.69%

Received more hits on the web site 61.54% 15.38% 23.08%

This investment paid off. 

• 92 percent saw an increase in the number of deferred gift commitments

• 84 percent saw both an increase in the number of realized planned gifts and larger planned gifts. 

• In addition, these charities experienced an increase in the requests for information about planned gifts, hits 
on the web site and more calls from professional advisors.

8.  Teamwork is essential to a positive donor experience and a successful planned giving program.

Success requires the participation of planned giving staff, all development staff, finance, accounting, program, 
executive management and the board. 
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 Cooperation of non-development • 
nonprofit staff:  Those interviewed showed 
an understanding of how many elements of 
nonprofit staff impact the donor experience, 
stressing it was critical that the finance office, 
the legal department, executive management 
and development work together to produce the 
best result for the donor and the organization. 
For example, if the donor contributes a non-cash 
asset, but gets no feedback about if, when, and 
how it was sold, this may create a problem with 
the donor relationship. Or, if a donor establishes 
an endowment, but then does not receive an 
annual report on the impact of that gift, the 
donor relationship may be compromised. 
Achieving a seamless donor experience requires 
everyone’s cooperation.

 Integration and participation by non-planned • 
giving development staff. Integration of the 
planned gift message in major donor visits was 
the #1 reason for success cited by the surveyed 
charities. 

Success also requires the understanding, support 
and participation of the board. And as one 
charity reported: “My board has been extremely 

supportive—10 of the 30 have made a planned gift 
commitment. Without their support, our program 
would not be possible.”

9.  Finally, successful planned giving program 
managers are clear about the factors that drive the 
success of their programs.

Many factors lead to success in planned giving. 
Charities must be visible, have solid programs and 
program outcomes, and have solid reputations 
in the community. Leveraging that reputation 
and accountability to generate gift commitments, 
however, is the result of tactical decisions made by 
management. Managers were asked to identify the 
top three factors responsible for planned giving 
success.5  The top three factors were:

• The integration of the planned gift solicitation 
with other donor visits.

• The existence of a clearly articulated internal 
(staff and board) and external (donors) case for 
support for planned gifts.

• The use of development officer metrics that 
encourage or force planned gift calls and 
discussions.

TABLE 9
FACTORS FOR SUCCESS IN PLANNED GIVING

Factor for Success Number 
Responding6

Percentage 
of Group

Integration of planned giving ask with other donor visits 9 69.23%

Clear internal and external case for planned giving support 8 61.54%

Metrics that encourage/force development officers to ask donors to 
consider planned gifts

6 46.15%

Knowledgeable staff 5 38.46%

Engagement of the board 4 30.77%

Incentives and atmosphere to ensure no conflict among gift officers 3 23.08%

Professional advisor development, support and relationships 3 23.08%
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Final Thoughts

 What can you take away from these 
findings? Focus on the basics. If you manage 
your charity’s planned giving program, take 
these principles to heart and apply them in 
your decision-making, program oversight and 
reporting. If you are a planned giving officer 
trying to communicate with management, 
focus on these principles in reporting to your 
manager, in setting goals and in internal 
meetings. You may need to take a proactive 
role in educating the team. Share these results 
with your management team to open the door 
to conversations about involvement in the 
planned giving program and program goals 
and measurements. But the biggest message is 
this: Every charity reading the results of this 
study can be successful with the right focus, 
the right discipline and support from the top of 
the organization. 
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Endnotes 

1    See the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles promulgated by the Financial Accounting Standards Board, www.fasb.org,   
specifi cally FASB 112 and FASB 113.

2  GIFT-PL is a listserv maintained by the National Committee on Planned Giving (NCPG) for NCPG members.
3  These fi gures are based on 2006 fi nancial data.
4  Respondents could name all key metrics used to measure planned giving program success.
5  Not all respondents cited three factors; some cited fewer. Also, factors receiving less than three votes are not shown.
6  Responses shown where three or more respondents cited the factor.
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